Overview of the CPOC Pilot Study at Whiteface Mountain, NY
Cloud Processing of Organics within Clouds (CPOC)

ABSTRACT: Aqueous chemical processing within cloud and fog water is thought to be a key process in the production and transformation of secondary organic aerosol mass, found abundantly and ubiquitously throughout the troposphere. Yet, significant uncertainty remains regarding the organic chemical reactions taking place within clouds and the conditions under which those reactions occur, owing to the wide variety of organic compounds and their evolution under highly variable conditions when cycled through clouds. Continuous observations from a fixed remote site like Whiteface Mountain (WFM) in New York State and other mountaintop sites have been used to unravel complex multiphase interactions in the past, particularly the conversion of gas-phase emissions of \( \text{SO}_2 \) to sulfuric acid within cloud droplets in the presence of sunlight. These scientific insights led to successful control strategies that reduced aerosol sulfate and cloud water acidity substantially over the following decades. This paper provides an overview of observations obtained during a pilot study that took place at WFM in August 2017 aimed at obtaining a better understanding of Chemical Processing of Organic Compounds within Clouds (CPOC). During the CPOC pilot study, aerosol cloud activation efficiency, particle size distribution, and chemical composition measurements were obtained below-cloud for comparison to routine observations at WFM, including cloud water composition and reactive trace gases. Additional instruments deployed for the CPOC pilot study included a Doppler lidar, sun photometer, and radiosondes to assist in evaluating the meteorological context for the below-cloud and summit observations.
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Atmospheric pollution can have significant impacts on human and ecosystem health, visibility, and climate (NAS 2016; Seinfeld and Pandis 2016). Control strategies require knowledge of the chemical and physical transformations that pollutants undergo as they are transported downwind of emission sources. Cloud water plays an important role in the transformation of atmospheric pollutants, including removal of pollutants from the atmosphere via wet deposition and scavenging of gases and aerosols that can participate in aqueous chemical reactions within cloud droplets (Ervens et al. 2011, 2013; McNeill 2015).

Whiteface Mountain (WFM), one of the highest peaks in the Adirondack Mountains in the northern part of New York State, has a long history of reactive trace gas and cloud water chemical measurements (Schwab et al. 2016a,b; Brandt et al. 2016). The isolated peak of WFM sits at an altitude of 1,483 m, while summertime cloud-base height in this region typically sit at 1,100 m, resulting in clouds intercepting the summit 20%–60% of the time throughout
the summer months (Schwab et al. 2016a), making WFM an excellent location for long-term studies of aerosol–cloud interaction processes.

A remote location such as WFM represents regional background conditions, generally signifying the best air quality that a city within the nearby region can hope to achieve (e.g., Rattigan et al. 2016). Air quality in both urban and rural locations across the United States has improved steadily over the past several decades in response to implementation of federal and regional air quality standards (Hand et al. 2012; Lin et al. 2017; Civerolo et al. 2017). In particular, regulations have steadily reduced fine particulate matter (PM), especially in the eastern United States, largely through reductions in sulfate aerosol (Rattigan et al. 2017; Blanchard et al. 2019). Multiphase chemistry observations at the summit of WFM and other mountain sites beginning in the 1970s helped to establish a dominant reaction pathway for secondary sulfate formation from gas-phase SO$_2$ emissions within cloud droplets in the presence of sunlight (Falconer and Falconer 1980; Möhnen and Kadlec 1989; Husain 1989; Husain and Dukiewicz 1990; Möhnen and Vong 1993), and these seminal observations provided the scientific evidence definitively linking SO$_2$ emissions to acid rain. Nearly all cloud water monitoring programs in the northeastern United States [e.g., some of which were highlighted by Weathers et al. (1988) and Anderson et al. (1999)] have subsequently been discontinued since the acid rain problem has been “solved,” and the multi-decades-long cloud water monitoring program at WFM (supported by the State of New York) was gradually cut back from hourly sampling to 3-hourly sampling in 2007 to 12-hourly sampling in 2014 to reduce costs associated with site visits and chemical analysis.

Meanwhile, cloud chemistry research has experienced a resurgence in scientific interest due to the potential for aqueous chemical processes to help fill the gap between modeled and observed organic aerosol mass (Kanakidou et al. 2005; Heald et al. 2005; Volkamer et al. 2006; Ervens 2015; Herrmann et al. 2015) and the ubiquity of organic aerosol in recent years, which is largely thought to be secondary organic aerosol (SOA) produced in the atmosphere from gas-phase precursors (Zhang et al. 2007). A wide array of natural and anthropogenic emissions can play a role in SOA formation. While analogies can be made between inorganic and organic chemical processing in clouds (Gelencsér and Varga 2005), organics are considerably more complex (Saxena and Hildemann 1996; Samburova et al. 2013; Ehn et al. 2014; Hunter et al. 2017; X. Zhang et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2018; Ditto et al. 2018), even in the simplest of cases [e.g., starting with a single volatile organic compound and a single gas-phase oxidant, as in Carlton et al. (2007)]. Chemical aging of organics in the atmosphere can include functionalization, fragmentation, and/or oligomerization reactions that can impact the chemical properties of the organic compounds in different ways (Jimenez et al. 2009; Yu et al. 2016; Huang et al. 2018), and the evolution of individual organic compounds often takes place over multiple reaction steps (Carlton et al. 2009; Isaacman-VanWertz et al. 2018). The resulting changes to the hygroscopicity and volatility of organic compounds in the atmosphere impact the particle size distribution and atmospheric lifetime of aerosols, with implications for visibility, climate and human health (Hallquist et al. 2009; Farmer et al. 2015; Ridley et al. 2018). The specific chemical properties of the SOA formed may also factor in to their impact on health (Tong et al. 2017; Chowdhury et al. 2018; Rich et al. 2019). As organics become an ever larger fraction of atmospheric pollutants, it is increasingly important to understand their sources, detailed composition, transformation, and fate (Herckes et al. 2013).

The purpose of this paper is to highlight results from the Chemical Processing of Organic Compounds within Clouds (CPOC) pilot study that took place in August 2017 at WFM and evaluate the WFM summit research observatory as a platform for tackling the complex problems associated with measuring chemical processing of organics within clouds, as outlined during the 2016 National Science Foundation–funded Cloud Water Chemistry workshop that
took place at WFM in 2016 (Lance et al. 2017). A more basic and pressing goal for the CPOC pilot study was for current researchers at the University at Albany’s Atmospheric Sciences Research Center (ASRC) to obtain hands-on experience and transfer of knowledge from previous principal investigators (PIs) in regard to cloud water collection protocols before the ongoing long-term cloud monitoring measurement contract ended in 2017.

Methods
Field sites. The ASRC at the University at Albany operates two long-term measurement sites at WFM: a four-story research observatory at the summit and a lodge facility site (600 m elevation), labeled as Summit and Lodge in Fig. 1. A wide variety of trace gas, aerosol, and meteorological measurements have been carried out for decades at these two sites (Brandt et al. 2016; Schwab et al. 2016a), and cloud water sampling has been conducted at the summit (Schwab et al. 2016b). The WFM summit research observatory is above the tree line, and the predominant winds out of the west provide an unobstructed alpine fetch that is largely unperturbed by local anthropogenic sources upwind of the site, with the ski area on the downwind eastern slopes.

Key additional instruments were deployed at three primary locations for the CPOC field project: 1) the WFM summit research observatory (1,483 m elevation), 2) the Lake Placid Turn (LPT) alongside the Whiteface Memorial Highway (1,249 m elevation), and 3) Northwood School in the town of Lake Placid (584 m elevation) (Fig. 1). Photographs of the sites are shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 1. (a) Trajectories of the balloon launches out of Northwood School colored by day, and two different Google Earth views of the summit, facing (b) due east and (c) southwest. The Lake Placid Turn, so named because it is a sharp turn in the road facing Lake Placid, is labeled in (a) and (b) as LPT, where the ASRC Sprinter van was deployed during the CPOC pilot study. The castle indicated in (b) and (c) is the highest point on the mountain reachable by car. For heavy equipment access to the summit, tunnel access to the elevator must be used, as indicated in (c).]
The LPT was chosen as the below-cloud measurement site, as it is the lowest point along the ridgeline to the summit accessible by car, where it can receive air directly from the southwestern quadrant, generally upwind of WFM.

Northwood School provided the needed infrastructure for power, Internet, and accessibility for a site <10 km upwind of WFM. The remote sensing and balloon-borne measurements deployed/launched from Northwood School were used to obtain vertical profiles of winds, aerosols, clouds, and other meteorological conditions in the vicinity of WFM during time periods of special interest, which generally corresponded to time periods when the ASRC Sprinter van was deployed below-cloud at the LPT while the summit was in-cloud. Radiosondes launched at Northwood School caught the predominant winds and were carried as far east as Lake Champlain on the border between New York and Vermont (Fig. 1a).

**Measurements.** Routine cloud water chemical monitoring at WFM began in 1994 with the Mountain Acid Deposition Program (Baumgardner et al. 2003) and continued under the stewardship of the Adirondack Lake Survey Corporation (ALSC) (Dukett et al. 2011; Aleksic et al. 2009) until 2017, yielding a continuous long-term record of summertime liquid water content (LWC), bulk cloud water pH, conductivity, sulfate $\text{SO}_4^{2-}$, nitrate $\text{NO}_3^-$, ammonium ($\text{NH}_4^+$), potassium ($\text{K}^+$), chloride ($\text{Cl}^-$), sodium ($\text{Na}^+$), calcium ($\text{Ca}^{2+}$), and magnesium ($\text{Mg}^{2+}$). Total organic carbon (TOC) was added to these routine summer measurements starting in 2009. In previous cloud water studies, TOC has been found to be dominated by soluble material, with a ratio of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) to TOC in the range of 0.77–0.94 (Herckes et al. 2013) for cloud water collected at several other locations. For this entire long-term record, the same basic equipment and protocols were used, including a Möhnen omnidirectional passive cloud water collector (Möhnen and Kadlecek 1989) and a Gerber Particulate Volume Monitor (PVM) (Gerber 1991). Cloud water collection commences when the following conditions are met: 1) LWC as measured by the Gerber PVM exceeds 0.05 g m$^{-3}$, 2) wind speed as measured by an RM Young anemometer exceeds 2 m s$^{-1}$, 3) temperature exceeds 2°C, and 4) no rain is detected. Since 2015, a Canadian Acid Precipitation Monitoring Network (CAPMoN) capacitive rain sensor (Mekis et al. 2018) has been used to indicate whether or not it is raining/drizzling.

In 2017, diurnal (12 hourly, i.e., one nighttime and one daytime sample per day) cloud water sampling was conducted by ALSC at the summit of WFM as per their long-term contract with State of New York. In addition, since large volumes of cloud water are frequently obtained at WFM in excess of the 250 mL needed by ALSC to conduct their routine chemical analyses, during the CPOC pilot study excess cloud water was set aside for measurement of additional chemical compounds via other measurement methods. Furthermore, during select time periods, hourly cloud water sampling was conducted, whereby each hourly sample was weighed and divided
equally into two aliquots. One of these aliquots was set aside for additional analysis while the other was combined with other samples for each 12-h period. This protocol enabled both the 12-hourly sampling required by ALSC while also allowing for additional chemical analysis at higher time resolution, using only one cloud water collector.

A summary of the instruments deployed during the CPOC pilot study and their deployment location is given in Table 1. Of the instruments not normally deployed at WFM, the High Resolution Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) (Drewnick et al. 2005) provided measurements of highest scientific value for the CPOC pilot study, because real-time measurements of dry aerosol chemical composition are fundamental to the study of chemical processing of aerosols in-cloud. Other important instruments deployed during CPOC included two sets of nearly identical instruments at the summit and at the LPT, including a cloud condensation nuclei counter (CCNc; DMT CCN-100) (Lance et al. 2006; Rose et al. 2008) and a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS), as illustrated in Fig. 3, which provided additional information about the aerosol microphysical properties. Both SMPS systems used the same long column differential mobility analyzer (DMA; TSI 3081), but out of necessity the SMPS at the summit used a butanol CPC (TSI 3022 A) and the SMPS in the ASRC Sprinter van used a water-based CPC (TSI 3785).

Since measurements obtained at the LPT during the CPOC pilot study have been reported by Zhang et al. (2019), this paper focuses on measurements obtained from the WFM summit.

During the pilot study, a Fast-Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FFSSP) was operated at WFM for the first time to obtain the cloud droplet size distribution. This particular instrument still has the original tubular inlet with a blower mounted to the back of it, which pulls air through the inlet to enable ground-based operation under low wind speed conditions (e.g., radiative fogs). The strong winds typically encountered at the summit of WFM require active orientation of the FFSSP into the wind to ensure that droplets transit straight through the instrument sample area within the inlet tube. Thus, a motorized rotating platform was built for the FFSSP (Fig. 4). This motorized

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WFM summit</td>
<td>Inside the Silo building: CCNc, SMPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On the roof of the Silo building: FFSSP, disdrometer, tipping-bucket rain gauge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Placid Turn</td>
<td>ASRC Sprinter van: CCNc, SMPS, CPC, HR-ToF-AMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free-standing met tower: humidity, temperature, wind direction and speed, solar radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwood School</td>
<td>Balloon-borne radiosondes, Doppler lidar, sun photometer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. List of instruments deployed during the CPOC pilot study and their deployment location. Routine long-term measurements at WFM are described in a series of papers published in 2016 (Schwab et al. 2016a,b; Brandt et al. 2016) and are not included here. During CPOC, a meteorological (met) tower and tipping-bucket rain gauge were also deployed on the roof of the “castle” (at 1,402 m elevation, Fig. 1).
stage included a heavy-duty turntable (designed for a sandblasting cabinet), motorcycle gear set, waterproof stepper motor, RM Young wind vane, and Arduino microprocessor. The program controlling the FFSSP orientation read the wind direction continually, driving the stepper motor every 5 min and returning back to the starting position prior to each new position change to prevent the power supply and communications cables from getting entangled. The CPOC pilot study was also the first deployment of the FFSSP after updating with modern “Fast” electronics. This was a significant upgrade to the original FSSP electronics, which suffered from severe electronic dead time. The additional information acquired about every particle passing through the FFSSP laser beam allows for the ability to better characterize and accurately account for “coincidence” errors on the measured droplet size distribution. However, there are drawbacks to the electronics upgrade: continuous sampling night and day at a ground-based site can be a challenge for internal memory storage and data transfer, especially given the high frequency of cloud events at the summit of WFM. The FFSSP sizing response and sample area were calibrated by the company that performed the electronics upgrade (SPEC, Inc.), using a standardized water droplet calibration system (Lance et al. 2010).

The Gerber PVM probe has been used for many years at the summit of WFM as a measurement input for the cloud water collection system. Operating the FFSSP side by side with the Gerber PVM during the CPOC pilot study provided the opportunity to evaluate the LWC values derived from the PVM measurements. While the PVM is generally used only to evaluate whether or not a cloud is present, the long-term LWC measurements obtained by the PVM can be useful for calculating cloud water mass loadings for direct comparison to aerosol mass loadings, if the accuracy of the cloud LWC measurements can be relied upon.

A Doppler lidar (Leosphere WindCube) and environmental Sky Imager-Radiometer (eSIR) (Yin et al. 2011) were also deployed at the Northwood School. Radiosondes launched from the site were fitted with iMet-1 sensors (International Met Systems, Inc.).

**Logistics and measurement strategy during the CPOC pilot study.** The CPOC pilot study took place 12–23 August 2017. Supplemental instruments deployed during the study (as described above) were provided by researchers at the University at Albany, and the field work was largely supported by a handful of students. During the pilot study, a minimum of three people were needed to fulfill the day-to-day operations: 1) one person stationed at the summit to obtain hourly cloud water samples, 2) one person to launch radiosondes from Northwood School, and 3) one person to drive the ASRC Sprinter van to the LPT and obtain below-cloud aerosol measurements. The measurement strategy targeted situations when the WFM summit was in-cloud and the LPT was below-cloud, largely to compare the below-cloud aerosol composition and the cloud water composition to assess the impact of cloud processing on the aerosol chemical composition. Cloud and aerosol microphysical measurements at the summit provided further information about the sampling conditions and aerosol–cloud interactions.
The ASRC Sprinter van was deployed to the LPT for up to 4 h at a time, depending on the power draw on the batteries, largely controlled by the instrument payload and the need for air conditioning. Only daytime deployments, when the LPT was likely to be below cloud base, were undertaken. After each deployment, the Sprinter van was returned to the WFM lodge to recharge.

The CCNc and SMPS were installed at the summit early in the summer, and parallel measurements were obtained starting on 22 June. Unfortunately, early in August the SMPS sheath blower failed and needed to be replaced, and particle size distribution measurements did not resume at the summit until 16 August. After this point, during the pilot study, size-resolved CCN measurements were obtained by operating the CCNc behind the DMA (in parallel with the CPC), which enabled aerosol hygroscopicity to be determined (Petters and Kreidenweis 2007; Moore et al. 2010). For both size-resolved CCN measurements and total CCN measurements, the CCNc supersaturation (SS) was cycled through five settings ranging from 0.23% to 0.78% (as calibrated), with 10 min given at each SS setting, except for the lowest SS setting (which was given 20 min to allow for thermal equilibration following the large change in temperature imposed).

Results

Summit observations. Figure 5 highlights several interesting observations made at the WFM summit during the summer of 2017, and provides context for the observations made during the CPOC pilot study (outlined with dotted lines). Cloud LWC (as measured by the Gerber PVM) was as high as 2.5 g m\(^{-3}\) in 2017, but generally remained below 1.5 g m\(^{-3}\) during the pilot study,
which was more typical for clouds intercepted in July and August. Episodes of relatively high black carbon (BC) mass concentrations (exceeding 250 ng m$^{-3}$) were observed throughout the summer and typically remained elevated for more than one day, and at least one of these episodes was captured during the pilot study. Elevated cloud water K$^+$ concentrations were also observed during the pilot study, generally corresponding to time periods with elevated BC. Cook et al. (2017) found that cloud water K$^+$ concentrations exceeded 1 µM in aged biomass burning plumes at WFM in August 2014. During CPOC, nearly half of the 12-hourly cloud water samples (33 out of 72) had K$^+$ concentrations exceeding 1 µM, suggesting that biomass burning was a significant driver for cloud water chemistry at WFM throughout the summer of 2017. In addition, ozone (O$_3$) concentrations tended to be elevated (>39 ppb) in air masses with elevated BC and cloud water K$^+$ concentrations, suggesting a common influence. Fine aerosol number concentrations averaged 1,200 cm$^{-3}$ and CCN concentrations were 690 and 870 cm$^{-3}$ (at 0.51% and 0.78% SS, respectively) throughout the summer, and neither were especially high during the CPOC pilot study.

Focusing on the time period of the CPOC pilot study (Fig. 6), LWC observations indicate that clouds more frequently intercept the summit of WFM during the nighttime hours (as indicated by solar radiation measurements, plotted in orange) and cloud base typically lifts in the morning, surpassing the summit by midday. This scenario characterized all but three days during the pilot study: 14 and 17 August (for which the summit was clear all day) and 19 August (for which the summit was cloudy for most of the day). Time periods in cloud are highlighted in blue in Fig. 6, and the dry aerosol particle size distribution suggests that during these time periods particles >~100 nm (and sometimes as small as 50 nm) were lost from the sample stream prior to the SMPS measurement. This dramatic reduction in the concentration of accumulation mode particles in-cloud indicates that cloud droplets typically exceeded 10 µm in diameter and could not pass through the PM$_{10}$ aerosol inlet. Therefore, the in-cloud aerosol measurements obtained at the WFM summit represent interstitial aerosol particles (and possibly cloud droplet residuals under conditions with low LWC and therefore relatively small droplets).

![Fig. 6. Aerosol and cloud observations from the WFM summit during the CPOC pilot study. Time periods in-cloud are highlighted in blue. The caption in Fig. 5 applies again here, except that the green trace represents TOC and the red trace represents the accumulated cloud water volume. The dry particle size distribution is also shown.](image-url)
These observations also suggest that BC was efficiently wet scavenged, which is especially clear on 21 August, with a marked anticorrelation between BC concentrations and cloud LWC (Fig. 6). The concurrent rapid decrease in BC mass (as highlighted in Fig. 6 by black arrows) and removal of particles >~100 nm (as highlighted with white arrows) suggest that particles acting as CCN were internally mixed with BC. Also shown in Fig. 6 are cloud water concentrations of TOC and K\(^+\). Three 12-hourly cloud water samples during the CPOC pilot study had especially high K\(^+\) concentrations (>5 \(\mu M\)), indicating wet scavenging of biomass burning smoke. Two of these cloud water samples were collected back to back on the morning of 21 August, and these two samples also exhibited the highest TOC during the pilot study (>15 mg C L\(^{-1}\)). Satellite observations show absorbing aerosols drifting over WFM on this day, as shown by Zhang et al. (2019). For comparison, TOC measurements in cloud water samples obtained at WFM in 2014 that were impacted by wildfire smoke ranged from 7.86 to 16.6 mg C L\(^{-1}\) (Cook et al. 2017). These concentrations are relatively low compared to TOC concentration reported for cloud water samples impacted by regional biomass burning smoke at a remote mountain site in China (100–200 mg C L\(^{-1}\)), some of the highest concentrations reported in a review paper of organics in fog and cloud water by Herckes et al. (2013). Cloud droplet size has also been found to be an important factor, with droplets >15 \(\mu m\) often having significantly lower TOC concentrations (Herckes et al. 2013). The cloud water sample collected in the early morning of 18 August corresponding to the highest K\(^+\) of the study did not have enough volume for TOC analysis, but this was likely another episode of wet scavenged biomass burning smoke that intercepted the summit of WFM. Black carbon concentrations observed at the summit just prior to the summit becoming engulfed in clouds were also relatively high (>200 ng m\(^{-3}\)). An abrupt loss of particles >100 nm in the dry particle size distribution and abrupt reduction in BC occurred after clouds intercepted the summit on 18 August, and these reductions were sustained for the duration of the in-cloud sampling until midday, which again suggests that particles >100 nm acted as CCN and could no longer be sampled through the aerosol inlet, and that these CCN also comprised a significant fraction of the BC aerosol mass.

Five-day back trajectory analysis (Fig. 7) using the HYSPLIT model (Stein et al. 2015; Draxler and Hess 1998) indicates transport from western Canada to WFM on 21 August. Smoke from major wildfires in British Columbia, which reportedly began on 6 July and burned until mid-September 2017, was observed across the United States and Canada and into the Arctic (Laing and Jaffe 2019; Lutsch et al. 2019), and occasionally injected into the lower stratosphere (Torres et al. 2018; Das et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2018).

In-cloud and clear air CCN concentrations from the morning of 13 August are shown in Fig. 8, prior to implementation of size-resolved CCN measurements. In addition to the previously noted loss of >100 nm particles, time periods in-cloud are marked by significant reductions in the CCN-active fraction, as indicated by a gap between the fine aerosol concentrations in black and CCN concentrations in red, especially at low supersaturations (as indicated by a lower applied temperature gradient within the CCN counter, in blue). By contrast, the CCN-active fraction during cloud free time periods at WFM was typically >90% at supersaturations above ~0.6% (Zhang et al. 2019), indicating...
a high degree of internal mixing, characteristic of a remote background site. Assuming activated droplets grow by condensation to a diameter $>10 \, \mu m$ and are thereby excluded by the PM$_{10}$ aerosol inlet, the in-cloud CCN-active fraction at a given supersaturation indirectly indicates the ambient supersaturation upon which the cloud droplets formed, according to the following logic:

1) Particles that are CCN-active, with a critical supersaturation ($S_c$) less than the ambient cloud supersaturation ($S_{amb}$), are excluded by the aerosol inlet.

2) Subsequently, within the CCN counter, only those particles with critical supersaturation less than the imposed instrument supersaturation ($S_{instr}$) act as CCN.

3) For interstitial particles to be CCN-active under both sets of conditions, that would mean $S_{amb} < S_c < S_{instr}$ (with the implicit assumption that $S_c$ does not change after undergoing a dehydration/rehydration cycle).

4) $S_{amb}$ can then be estimated by systematically varying $S_{instr}$. If no particles activate within the CCN counter at a given $S_{instr}$, this indicates that either there were no interstitial particles present (because all aerosol particles were CCN-active at $S_{amb}$) or that $S_{instr} < S_{amb}$.

Note that even at $S_{instr}$ of 0.78% (the maximum supersaturation applied in our measurements), a measurable concentration of unactivated particles was typically present according to the below-cloud CCN measurements reported by Zhang et al. (2019), suggesting that interstitial particles are generally present, assuming that $S_{amb}$ for the low-altitude orographic clouds at WFM is not significantly $>0.78%$. The minimum supersaturation at which particles begin to activate within the CCN counter indicates when $S_{instr}$ is slightly above $S_{amb}$. Using this method, $S_{amb}$ under which the cloud droplets formed is inferred to have ranged from 0.23% to 0.51% on the morning of 13 August. Note that after cloud base had lifted above the summit and clear air was again sampled (at ~1100 local time, LT), ~50% of particles were activated even at the lowest supersaturation applied in the CCN counter (Fig. 8). By inference, these particles were the CCN upon which cloud droplets formed in the recently sampled cloud and were therefore not observed during in-cloud sampling because they were excluded by the PM$_{10}$ aerosol inlet.

As indicated above, cloud droplet size is an important variable for interpreting the in-cloud aerosol measurements, as well as many processes involved in aerosol–cloud interactions. Thus, the FFSSP observations were an important addition to the suite of instruments deployed during CPOC. However, the performance of this FFSSP instrument has not previously been tested at the WFM summit, which frequently experiences strong and variable winds. Average wind speeds throughout the summer months as measured at the WFM summit in 2017 were $7.5 \pm 4.3 \, m\,s^{-1}$, with higher wind speeds frequently observed during in-cloud time periods. To evaluate the FFSSP performance, LWC comparisons were made with Gerber PVM measurements (as highlighted in both Figs. 8 and 9). The first FFSSP observations of the pilot...
study, which began at 0945 LT 13 August as cloud base was starting to rise above the WFM summit, yielded LWC based on the measured droplet size distribution that was 5% higher than the PVM LWC (with $R^2 = 0.97$) (Fig. 8). Note that the FFSSP orientation was not yet actively monitored and controlled on this day, but the wind speeds were relatively light (~5 m s$^{-1}$) and the FFSSP had been manually positioned into the wind at the start of sampling.

The observations on 19–20 August give a clearer indication for the FFSSP performance under different inlet orientations relative to the wind (Fig. 9). During the time periods shown, the turntable orientation was set with a fixed starting position pointing north, then rotated to point directly into the wind, and subsequently returned to the starting position, over ~5 min intervals. The predominant wind speed and direction was on average 10 m s$^{-1}$ and 285°, respectively, during this time period. When positioned at the starting position, corresponding to a ~76° angle relative to the predominant wind direction, transmission efficiency of droplets through the FFSSP inlet substantially decreased. This effect is most clearly observed in the time series of LWC as calculated from the droplet size distributions, which periodically dipped below 0.1 g m$^{-3}$ at ~5 min intervals corresponding to rotation of the FFSSP platform back to the starting position (Fig. 9c). These sudden dips in LWC are due to loss of droplets >10 µm (Fig. 9a) when positioned at ~76° relative to the predominant winds. Figure 9b highlights two time periods during the rotation of the FFSSP platform, with $t_1$ representing a 5 s period while held at the starting position and $t_2$ representing a 10 s period after the platform had been rotated to face the wind. Unfortunately, the precise angle at which droplets are no longer efficiently transmitted through the FFSSP inlet is not known since the transient behavior of the turntable is not precisely known. Only the two extreme resting positions are known with confidence since the speed of the turntable during rotation was not constant. In the future, an independent measure of the turntable orientation will be implemented to prevent ambiguity about this important diagnostic variable, which will be especially important when leaving the FFSSP unattended for extended time periods. Transmission efficiency of the FFSSP inlet is also expected to depend upon droplet size and wind speed, which will require further systematic study.

**Below-cloud observations.** Observations obtained at the LPT provide a fundamental baseline for aerosol chemical composition at WFM with which to compare the cloud water chemical composition measurements. The CPOC study was the first time a HR-ToF-AMS was deployed to WFM and provided the opportunity to evaluate the organic carbon oxidation state (Canagaratna et al. 2015), from which the organic aerosol mass can be estimated from the routine TOC measurements, as well as the time-varying concentrations of different organic factors, which can help to identify the sources and chemical processing of organic compounds (Zhang et al. 2005). An overview of below-cloud observations obtained at the
LPT during the CPOC pilot study, as well as a comparison between below-cloud and in-cloud (interstitial) measurements of aerosol composition at the LPT is provided by Zhang et al. (2019). The most striking observation during the pilot study was the dominance of organic aerosol mass, averaging 66%–78% of PM$_{2.5}$ during urban-influenced periods and 83%–93% during biogenic-influenced periods. These observations are in stark contrast to observations in the northeastern United States in past decades when sulfate dominated the submicron aerosol mass loadings (Hand et al. 2012; Blanchard et al. 2019). Even a few years prior to the current study, organic mass measured at WFM was on average only 50% of the total aerosol mass (Schwab et al. 2016b), assuming that OM = 1.8 × OC. The OM:OC ratio for below-cloud aerosols measured during CPOC, calculated using the “Improved Ambient” parameterization (Canagaratna et al. 2015), ranged from 2.14 to 2.40, indicating highly oxidized and aged organic compounds. This suggests that the 0.5 organic mass fraction in 2014 reported by Schwab et al. (2016b) may have been low due to underestimation of the organic oxidation state. Taking the 2.27 average OM:OC ratio obtained during CPOC, the aerosol organic mass fraction in 2014 would have been 0.63 instead of 0.50, 20% lower than the 0.78 average organic mass fraction measured in 2017 during CPOC.

As shown in the “Field sites” section, the ambient cloud supersaturation $S_{\text{amb}}$ can be estimated by analyzing non-size-resolved CCN measurements obtained in-cloud (either sampling the interstitial aerosol or the cloud droplet residuals, with the method and limitations for the former described in detail above). The value of $S_{\text{amb}}$ can also be estimated by comparing below-cloud and in-cloud aerosol size distributions and size-resolved CCN spectra. Figure 10a shows below-cloud measurements of size-resolved CCN and aerosol particle concentrations, as a function of SMPS scan time after subtracting the time offset between these two parallel measurements (Moore et al. 2010). By comparing the below-cloud observations to in-cloud observations from the WFM summit, the size distribution of CCN particles that activated in-cloud can be inferred (Fig. 10b). To check that the below-cloud aerosol (Fig. 10a) was representative of the aerosol particles upon which the cloud formed, we first compared the below-cloud aerosol size distribution measured at the LPT (Fig. 10b, in black) with the below-cloud
aerosol size distribution measured at the summit 1–5 h later, after the cloud had lifted above the summit (Fig. 10b, in red), which showed little disagreement. The inferred CCN distribution (obtained by subtracting the interstitial aerosol size distribution from the below-cloud aerosol size distribution), can then be compared to the CCN distribution measured below-cloud at different supersaturations (Fig. 10b, at $S_{\text{inst}} = 0.23\%$ in yellow). The good agreement between inferred and measured CCN distributions for this example suggests that $S_{\text{amb}} \sim 0.23\%$. The CCN distribution for this example is also consistent with the larger size mode in the aerosol size distribution, often thought to be produced through cloud processing of particles (Hudson et al. 2015).

Note that the size-resolved CCN measurements during CPOC often suffered from low counting statistics due to four primary factors: 1) CCN concentrations at WFM, a remote background site, are not extremely high (generally $< 2,000 \text{ cm}^{-3}$, as shown in Fig. 5); 2) size-resolved CCN measurements reduce aerosol concentrations by a factor of $\sim 100$ due to the DMA transfer function and the submicron aerosol charging efficiency; 3) wet scavenging removes more CCN-active particles during in-cloud sampling behind the PM$_{10}$ aerosol inlet; and 4) limited sample flow through the SMPS required diluting the monodisperse aerosol sample flow with filtered air to provide sufficient sample flows to the downstream CCN counter and CPC. To obtain reliable CCN distributions and aerosol hygroscopicity values, multiple hour-long supersaturation scans often needed to be averaged together to reduce measurement noise due to these factors. A particle concentrator would help to prevent the need for such long averaging intervals.

Discussion about the CPOC experimental design and additional measurement needs

A specific goal for the CPOC pilot study, as discussed at the 2016 Cloud Water Chemistry Workshop (Lance et al. 2017), was to evaluate meteorological conditions and suitability of the WFM site for assessing cloud processing of organic compounds.

While it is now commonly understood that, under controlled and idealized conditions in the laboratory, aqueous-phase reactions of water soluble organic gases can produce less volatile organic compounds (Carlton et al. 2007; Tan et al. 2009; De Haan et al. 2009; Shapiro et al. 2009; Lim et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2010; Tan et al. 2010; Monge et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2013; Paciga et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2014; George et al. 2015), definitive evidence of aqueous SOA formation in the real world is relatively rare (Dall’Osto et al. 2009; Sullivan et al. 2016; Gilardoni et al. 2016; Bi et al. 2016; Lin et al. 2017; G. Zhang et al. 2017; Kim et al. 2019) due in part to several challenges: Aqueous SOA formation in the ambient environment depends on 1) multiphase interactions (between the gas, aerosol, and cloud phases); 2) the history of an air mass, including the history of relative humidities and sunlight that aerosols have been exposed to while cycling in and out of cloud; 3) the complex chemical mix of gases and particles entrained into clouds, which can also chemically evolve throughout the day or shift with changes in wind direction; and 4) physical processes occurring within clouds, such as wet deposition or particle coagulation, that remove particles or otherwise alter the particle size distribution.

Short-term coordinated field campaigns targeting these type of multiphase interactions have been designed around orographic clouds by stationing measurements at a site upwind and downwind of a hilltop, with in situ cloud measurements stationed in between, to directly compare the “before” and “after” cloud-processing states of the aerosol. Such focused intensive studies have been conducted during several campaigns at high-elevation sites in the United Kingdom and Germany (Wobrock et al. 1994; Bower et al. 1999; Herrmann et al. 2005; Mertes et al. 2005a,b; van Pinxteren et al. 2005; Henning et al. 2014; van Pinxteren et al. 2016; Schneider et al. 2017), which have grown more focused on organic compounds over time. However, the limited meteorological conditions under which “connected flow” is attained
between the upwind, summit, and downwind sites (Heinold et al. 2005; Tilgner et al. 2005, 2014) may limit the applicability of this strategy at other sites.

While we were able to select a suitable upwind site for the CPOC pilot study (the LPT), an appropriate downwind site could not be identified. The WFM lodge is often downwind of the summit and is well equipped to support many additional measurements, but the complex topography, steep terrain, and dense alpine forest upwind of the lodge make it challenging to directly connect observations at the WFM summit and lodge sites due to perturbations introduced by the mountain itself and potential loss of cloud droplets by deposition. Other potential downwind locations on the mountain lack the required power, data, and accessibility due to the site being centered within an undeveloped region of the Adirondack Mountains.

The lack of a suitable downwind measurement site was acknowledged early during planning for the pilot study and an alternative plan was devised. During CPOC, we planned to measure the below-cloud aerosol from an upwind site and compare these observations to aerosols intercepting the summit “between cloud events.” This plan is illustrated in Fig. 11a. The idea was that, in a homogeneous field of low-altitude “fair-weather” cumulus intercepting the WFM summit, individual stratocumulus clouds would pass by, and air masses between clouds intercepting the summit would have been recently cloud processed. Under these conditions, we could then investigate differences between measurements of aerosol chemical and physical properties at the two mountain sites to identify any influence of cloud processing.

During the pilot study (mid- to late August), cloud behavior did not match the conceptual model from Fig. 11a. Fair-weather cumulus upwind of the summit did exhibit clear patches between clouds (Fig. 12). However, on days when the lifting condensation level (LCL) was below the summit level, there were exceptionally few clear-air patches at the summit until growth of the daytime convective boundary layer caused LCL and cloud base to rise above the summit level. In spite of the 25 km topographic isolation and ~1 km prominence of the WFM summit, the persistent cloudiness at the summit was apparently due to local orographic forcing during ascent, including some combination of mechanical forcing and thermal forcing, as solar heating of the terrain drove thermally direct upslope flows (e.g., Kirshbaum et al. 2018). This orographic forcing also likely increased the cloud supersaturation, cloud depth, and LWC, compared to the surrounding, unperturbed cloud field. Thus, we were unable to directly compare aerosols from recently detrained cloud parcels to below-cloud aerosols, as intended at the outset, because there were no significant between-cloud events sampled at the summit. Instead, only below-cloud and in-cloud conditions were encountered. A revised conceptual framework is illustrated in Fig. 11b.
Clouds that intercepted the summit of WFM during the CPOC pilot study were not entirely orographic, either. Because the daytime boundary layer was generally well mixed (as evidenced by the wind lidar measurements), and the strato-cumulus cloud field upwind of WFM ubiquitous (Fig. 12), aerosols measured below-cloud likely experienced multiple cycles through cloud prior to arrival at the LPT. While the ubiquity of fair-weather cumulus may be ideal for promoting aqueous chemical processing due to the abundance of sunlight and high probability of repeated aerosol–cloud cycling (Tsui et al. 2019), this further challenges our strategy for identifying before and after cloud processing states of the aerosol.

Several desirable characteristics of the WFM site, such as the frequency with which the summit intercepts clouds, the remote and isolated peak and the location downwind of different emissions sources from the United States and Canada, motivate us to consider other strategies to compensate for lack of a suitable downwind site. Also note that, in comparison to the previously cited high elevation studies of cloud processing, CPOC observations showed very high organic mass fractions. For example, during the Hill Cap Cloud Thuringia 2010 (HCCT-2010) field campaign at a forested hilltop in central Germany, organics comprised only 20%–40% of the cloud water solute mass (van Pinxteren et al. 2016), while observations during CPOC showed that organics comprised 78% of the aerosol mass on average, growing to 83%–93% during biogenic influenced periods (Zhang et al. 2019). Thus, in many ways WFM is ideally suited to the study of chemical processing of organics within clouds.

Previous research at WFM was successful in identifying source–receptor relationships for heterogeneously produced compounds using tracer compounds measured at multiple sites. This method evaluated changes in the sulfate to tracer concentration during transport from one site to another and relied upon these tracer compounds being directly tied to SO$_2$ emissions from coal combustion while not being produced by other mechanisms in the atmosphere (Husain and Dutkiewicz 1992; Burkhard et al. 1995; Rattigan et al. 2001). A similar path forward might be pursued for organic compounds. However, since the chemical evolution of organics in the atmosphere is so complex, with precursors from many distinct and often diffuse sources (both natural and anthropogenic), this type of tracer method could very well be intractable for organics.

Various ways for assessing the before and after cloud processing states of ambient aerosol have been pursued by researchers at other fixed sites. As discussed previously, one way to accomplish this goal is to make measurements at upwind and downwind sites under conditions...
where changes in the aerosol can be clearly attributed to cloud processing between the two sites. However, accomplishing this task may not be feasible at all sites or under many meteorological situations. An alternative strategy is to compare below-cloud aerosol composition with cloud droplet residuals or re-aerosolized (and dried) cloud water to infer changes due to cloud processing (Lee et al. 2012). Re-aerosolized cloud water and cloud droplet residuals can be clearly identified as “cloud processed,” since they, by necessity, must be obtained in-cloud. The degree of cloud processing will depend on the transit time from cloud base to the in-cloud sampling site (which, for a 234 m elevation gain between the LPT and the WFM summit, corresponds to ~2 min, assuming an updraft velocity of 2 m s\(^{-1}\) and cloud base positioned right at the LPT). Collocated measurements of cloud droplet residuals and cloud water composition can be obtained by operating a ground-based Counterflow Virtual Impactor (gCVI) (Shingler et al. 2012; Lin et al. 2017; G. Zhang et al. 2017) alongside the cloud water collector (Wobrock et al. 1994; Lee et al. 2012; van Pinxteren et al. 2016) to yield crucial information about partitioning of organic and inorganic compounds between the gas, aerosol, and cloud phases (Hennigan et al. 2009). By adding below-cloud aerosol measurements to the cloud water and cloud droplet residual measurements, both the before and after cloud processing states can be assessed with only two measurement sites. Further chemical processing of the aqueous phase would naturally occur at progressively higher altitudes in the cloud, which can be investigated by exposing the collected cloud water to oxidizing gases and/or radiation under controlled conditions on- or off-site (Lee et al. 2012), taking care to preserve any labile chemical species if storage for any length of time is required.

At a remote site like WFM with an isolated peak typically within a well-mixed boundary layer (during the summertime), it is relatively easy to find an upwind site that is representative of aerosols lofted into cloud. The LPT may be the best choice since it is the nearest drivable upwind location (both horizontally and vertically) that is frequently below-cloud during the daytime. But, for long-term measurements, the LPT would be impractical since there is no permanent structure there. Other sites, like the Gabriels Mesonet station or Paul Smith’s college <30 km west of WFM may be sufficient as an upwind site, if measurements can be obtained at sufficient heights to be within the well-mixed boundary layer.

A further consideration for bulk cloud water measurements is the lack of information on the aerosol mixing state. Droplets formed on coarse mode aerosol (such as pollen, sea spray, or mineral dust) exist in separate microenvironments from other cloud droplets in the atmosphere. Mineral dust and cloud droplets can coagulate and chemically react with one another in the atmosphere, but coagulation can only decrease (not increase) the number of mineral dust containing droplets. Based on the number concentrations of cloud condensation nuclei and coarse mode aerosol, by logical inference, most droplets cannot contain mineral dust or other coarse mode aerosol particles. Thus, the measured Na\(^+\), Mg\(^{2+}\), Ca\(^{2+}\), and K\(^+\) ions associated with coarse mode aerosol exist within a small subset of the droplets, and we can assume that the vast majority of droplets (produced through secondary formation pathways) do not contain these alkaline metal ions at all. However, we know that these nonvolatile cations can contribute significantly to the soluble mass, ion balance, and pH of bulk cloud water (Dukett et al. 2011) and aerosol (Guo et al. 2018). This implies that the bulk cloud water composition can be distinct from the natural atmospheric state of cloud droplets produced from either aerosol mode (Pye et al. 2020). To really understand chemical processing of organics in clouds, the impact of mixing state needs to be assessed. When sampling cloud droplet residual particles, an impactor can be used to remove the supermicron particles prior to chemical analysis. By sampling cloud droplet residuals with and without the impactor, and comparing to the bulk cloud water composition, ambiguities in the cloud water composition associated with aerosol mixing state can be assessed. An added advantage of using a gCVI is that it concentrates the cloud droplet residuals (relative to their ambient concentrations), thereby improving the
signal to noise ratio and/or measurement time resolution. Droplet size-resolved cloud water sampling would also provide information on the mixing state, in addition to differences in dilution between smaller and larger droplets (Moore et al. 2004a,b). Table 2 gives a summary of additional recommended measurements and instruments for a future WFM cloud chemistry study, after reflecting upon experience gained during the pilot study.

**Table 2. List of recommended measurements for a two-site campaign at WFM targeting the impact of cloud processing on aerosol chemical composition.** Meteorological conditions such as humidity, temperature, wind direction and speed, solar radiation, and the presence of clouds/precipitation should be obtained at both sites. PILS-IC/TOC refers to particle-into-liquid sampling followed by ion chromatography and TOC analysis (Sullivan et al. 2004), providing directly comparable information about the aerosol and cloud composition, which can also be compared to the routine long-term measurements. AMS refers to aerosol mass spectrometry, which should also be conducted at both sites to better characterize the inorganic and organic aerosol mass. Measurements using proton transfer reaction mass spectrometry (PTRMS), chemical ionization mass spectrometry (CIMS), and/or gas chromatography (GC) at the summit are needed to characterize volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Due to the continuum of volatility for organic compounds, it would be beneficial to conduct chemical speciation of organic aerosols and gases in tandem using the FIGAERO inlet (Lopez-Hilfiker et al. 2014) and/or TAG-AMS (Williams et al. 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling location</th>
<th>Key measurements</th>
<th>Recommended instruments/analyses/sampling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WFM summit</td>
<td>Cloud water chemical composition</td>
<td>TOC, IC, pH, H$_2$O$_2$, organic speciation, drop-size-resolved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chemical composition of droplet residuals</td>
<td>AMS, PILS-IC/TOC, gCVI, impactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volatile organic compounds</td>
<td>PTRMS, CIMS, GC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oxidants/inorganic trace gases</td>
<td>NO, NO$_2$, O$_3$, H$_2$O$_2$, HNO$_3$, SO$_2$, NH$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upwind site</td>
<td>Below-cloud aerosol composition</td>
<td>AMS, PILS-IC/TOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volatile organic compounds</td>
<td>PTRMS, CIMS, GC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oxidants/inorganic trace gases</td>
<td>NO, NO$_2$, O$_3$, H$_2$O$_2$, HNO$_3$, SO$_2$, NH$_3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Summary**

The CPOC pilot study at Whiteface Mountain (WFM) in August 2017 was a first step toward experimentally evaluating the chemical processing of organics within clouds, using existing ASRC infrastructure and instruments. The ASRC Sprinter van was deployed to the site, and was a measurement platform for below-cloud aerosol measurements during select time periods. Clouds and organic aerosols were both found to be ubiquitous during the pilot study, underscoring the potential importance of their interactions and the utility of the site for measuring these interactions. In this paper, intercomparisons between measurements of interstitial aerosols, CCN, and cloud droplets are shown. We also highlight observations consistent with long-range transport of biomass burning smoke, which appears to be scavenged efficiently by clouds.

Specialized in situ instruments were deployed to the WFM site for the first time during CPOC, including a HR-ToF-AMS, FFSSP, and CCNc, which complemented the long-term measurements routinely obtained at WFM and provided valuable additional information about the aerosol chemical composition, cloud microphysics, and cloud–aerosol interactions. Future coordinated measurements at WFM, and potentially other mountain sites, can take advantage of lessons learned during our pilot study, as described in this paper. In particular, we found that stratocumulus clouds intercepting WFM were neither fully convective nor fully orographic, preventing us from measuring between-cloud aerosols at the summit to compare with the below-cloud aerosol measurements and preventing us from confidently measuring cloud-processed aerosols at a downwind site. We conclude that sampling of cloud droplet residuals would be a key addition for future field campaigns at WFM targeting aerosol–cloud interactions, as a means for more clearly identifying and targeting cloud-processed aerosol.
conjunction with the cloud water composition, these measurements would also provide valuable information about gas–aerosol and gas–cloud water phase partitioning. Measurements of volatile organic compounds and other soluble gases would further fill the gap between the cloud water, droplet residual, and below-cloud aerosol measurements.

An overview of below-cloud aerosol observations during the CPOC pilot study has been published by Zhang et al. (2019), and future focused papers discussing other aspects of the pilot study in more detail are expected, including 1) intercomparison between various offline measurements of cloud water chemical composition and properties, 2) cloud microphysics observations in the context of WFM cloud climatology, and 3) retrieval of aerosol optical properties using Doppler lidar and sun photometer observations.

While air quality has improved over the past several decades due to targeted emissions reductions, our understanding of multiphase chemical processes, especially in relation to organics, remains incomplete. Human emissions also continue to evolve, even as ecosystems continue to respond to previously emitted pollutants. Significant advancements in measurement capabilities with respect to organic compounds in both the gas and particle phase have been made over the past several decade. The research observatory at Whiteface Mountain provides a powerful platform for using new tools to tackle chemically complex processes occurring within clouds, both in future coordinated campaigns and with routine long-term measurements.
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